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Dubseed is an interactive marketplace and content ingestion system devoted to the Native 
Instruments Stem Audio format. On the surface, a Stem file looks and plays like a regular MP4 
audio file. However, embedded within this file are four extra ‘Stem’ elements; for example 
Vocals, FX, Bass, Leads, etc, that when played simultaneously recreate the original audio 
recording. This provides producers, DJs, and music enthusiasts with more control over their 
music, as they are able to isolate, effect, and combine the Stems of multiple different songs. 
Gone are the days of simply listening to a song. Stems are the future of musical interaction and 
experience.

What is Dubseed?
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Dubseed is packaging and selling our Stem Marketplace and supplementing software as an all 
inclusive, turn key ready retail store. These assets, as well as signed distribution deals are 
outlined in the following slides. 

Additionally, we plan to guide and advise the future owners of Dubseed in order to make the 
transition as smooth as possible. Our goal since day one for Dubseed has been to remain at the 
forefront of the Stem movement, and we want to ensure this continues under new ownership.

We also see long term potential in the Stem format from a licensing perspective, especially once 
major record labels release their future and back catalog in Stem form.

Considering the site has a fully functional checkout system, ingestion system, and interface, it is 
of course adaptable to fit other audio files in addition to or instead of Stems. 

Value Proposition
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To date we have signed up Kontor New Media, Symphonic Distribution, Ampsuite, Dig Dis and 
anticipate finalizing agreements with Labelworx, Secretly Group, and Ghostly International by Q4 
of 2017

Distribution Deals
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Notable features of the Dubseed Storefront:

● Search/filters 
○ Search by artist, track, or release title, and filter all content by genre.

● Top Ten
○ Top content based on number of listens over the span of a week.

● Featured Section
○ Very easily update featured artists and tracks featured on the site.

● Release and track view
○ Both releases and specific tracks from a release have their own independent page. 

● Artist Profile
○ View all of the content and information from a specific artist.

● Interactive Stem Player
○ (see next slide)

Storefront Information
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Interactive Stem Player

Hover over each Stem ‘solo button’ to 
view the waveform of that specific 
Stem.

Select one or multiple Stem ‘solo 
buttons’ to only listen to those 
specific Stems of a song. 

Also located on the Stem player is the track information, ability to cue tracks, as well as the 
add to cart button:
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● Supports Fuga and Beatport style XML content inserts and takedowns.

● Pulls extra embedded metadata from .stem.mp4 files like Stem name and color. 

● Separate FTP & Ingestion instance for performance isolation and security.

Ingestion System
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● Cloud based for high availability and ease of scalability.

● Shopping cart with Stripe based checkout system

● User friendly back-end administrative abilities to edit tracks and user information, view the 

staging environment, update featured and recommended sections, and monitor ingested 

content.   

● Built in sales, data, and geographic information.  

Technical Features



● Ruby on Rails v4

● Phusion Passenger (Standalone)

● Amazon Elastic Beanstalk

● Postgres v9 database engine

● Amazon S3

● Angular JS

Stack Overview
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